RONAK ENGINEERING
BRIQUETTING MACHINE MANUFACTURER

ABOUT US
Ronak Engineering, an ISO 9001:2008 company, is widely acclaimed to be one of the finest
manufacturers, suppliers and exporters of a diverse and superior range of Briquetting Plants &
White Coal, ever since our establishment in the year 2006. This wide and commendable range
inclusive of products like Briquetted White Coal, Briquetting Plants and Agriculture
Machinery, is highly acclaimed and asked for in the market. The offered products are
manufactured in accordance with the industry set norms and guidelines, using quality raw
materials and modern machines. Because of this, the offered range’s is quality never
deteriorates. In addition, the offered products are priced at the most reasonable rates possible.
Equipped with modern and sophisticated machinery and equipment, the infrastructural facility
at Ronak Engineering, helps us in achieving several of the firm’s goals and objectives. Its
regular up gradation boosts our current market standing. It being partitioned into a number of
highly operational units, helps us in the attainment of better and smoother management of the
facility’s operations. These units are supervised and governed by highly skilled and experienced
professionals, who put in all their efforts and energy to increase the firm’s production capacity.
In addition, our working in compliance with the set industry guidelines and ethics, have helped
us in the attainment of a huge client base in India as well as in several African countries.
Under the leadership of our highly skilled and experienced partners Mr. Sanjay Sakhiya and
Mr. Vinod Tilala, we have reached heights of success. Their managerial skills, ability to make
decisions and understand the market changes, have always been our greatest assets. Further, to
provide maximum satisfaction to the employees, they provide regular rewards and increments.

ISO CERTIFIED

OUR PRODUCTS
JUMBO – 90 (BIO-MASS BRIQUETTING PLANT)

Briquetting plant is a latest equipment in which all types of farming waste and built-up waste
are renewed into hard cylindrical form logs using very sky-scraping automatic pressure not
including the help of any chemical and element. It can frankly be new as non predictable fuel.
Briquetting plant is protects natural cuts toxic waste and saves valuable foreign switch over,
also avoid the mistreatment of farming waste and useful to farmers of search out wealth out of
their farming waste and get good income by setting up Briquetting plant. Now in India, binder
less equipment is the majority well-liked and winning which we have on hand.
Briquetting is the development of densification of biomass to manufacture identical size hard
pieces of sky-scraping mass density which can be opportunely used as energy.

Timber is a usual creation which extremely firmed as a briquette approximately takes on the
flaming behavior of energy. Owning to their grand thickness timber briquettes has a superior
high energy worth than the same number of fuel. It used instead of petroleum or wood in family
hard energy stoves as well as in manufacturing furnace.
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Model
Type
Stroke
R.P.M.
Total Power Requirement
Production Capacity
Finished Product Size
Finished Product Shape
Finished Product Length
Raw Material Form

JUMBO-90
Crank Type
200 MM
230
91 HP
1500 Kg/Hr (+-20%)
90 mm Dia.
Cylinricsal
6” to 12”
Up to 25mm Size Can Be
Used Directly



Our E-Catalogue available ONLINE at: http://www.ronakeng.com/ronak.zip



To Download Briquetting Video ONLINE: http://www.sendspace.com/file/e18j4t

CONTACT US
Ronak Engineering
13 Galaxy Industrial Estate,
Survey No. 275,
Nr. Grevity Casting,
Shaper (Veraval),
Dist.: Rajkot (Gjuarat – INDIA)
Phone:
+91.2827.252300
Fax:
+91.2827.252301
Email :
info@ronakeng.com, vsronak@gmail.com
Website :
www.ronakeng.com

Contact Person:
Mr. Sanjay Sakhiya,
Mo. : +91.9687615656
Mr. Vinod Tilala
Mo. : +91.9913377377

